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Abstract. We study oxygen ion energization in the Mars-solar wind in-

teraction by comparing particle and magnetic field observations on the MAVEN

and Mars Express missions to a global hybrid simulation. We find that large-

scale structures of the Martian induced magnetosphere and plasma environ-

ment as well as the Mars heavy ion plume as seen by multi-spacecraft ob-

servations are reproduced by the model. Using the simulation we estimate

the dynamics of escaping oxygen ions by analyzing their distance and time

of flight as a function of the gained kinetic energy along spacecraft trajec-

tories. In the upstream region the heavy ion energization resembles single

particle solar wind ion pickup acceleration as expected, while within the in-

duced magnetosphere the energization displays other features including the

heavy ion plume from the ionosphere. Oxygen ions take up to 80 s and travel

the distance of 20 000 km after their emission from the ionosphere to the in-

duced magnetosphere or photoionization from the neutral exosphere before

they have reached energies of 10 keV in the plume along the analyzed space-

craft orbits. Lower oxygen ion energies of 100 eV are reached faster in 10-

20 s over the distance of 100-200 km in the plume. Our finding suggests that

oxygen ions are typically observed within the first half of their gyro phase
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if the spacecraft periapsis is on the hemisphere where the solar wind con-

vection electric field points away from Mars.

Keypoints:

• Multi-spacecraft observations of the Mars heavy ion plume

• Estimation of ion time and distance of flight based on a global model

• Oxygen ions observed near Mars within the first half of their gyro phase
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1. Introduction

Mars is the second smallest object in the solar system with a significant atmosphere.

The planet has likely lost a lot, even an oceanful, of water since its childhood. As 89% of

the mass of the water molecule is in oxygen, most of the energy and momentum required

to remove constituents of water from a gravity well of a celestial body goes to oxygen. It

is debated how much oxygen and other heavy elements the solar wind has eroded from

Mars during the age of the solar system.

The solar wind drives the erosion of ionized volatiles from globally unmagnetized Mars

and Venus through their atmospheres via several channels [Lundin, 2011]. The largest

observed structure of the ion escape from Mars was recently termed as the heavy ion

plume [Brain et al., 2010]. The plume forms when the solar wind convection electric field

accelerates heavy ions of atmospheric origin from ionospheric altitudes to several planetary

radii distances. These planetary pickup ions follow cycloid trajectories with the Larmor

radii large or comparable to the size of an induced magnetosphere in the magnetized solar

wind plasma flow.

The Mars induced magnetosphere and ion escape are hemispherically asymmetric as

seen in in situ observations, for example, on the Mars Express (MEX) mission [Fedorov

et al., 2006; Barabash et al., 2007] and on the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN

(MAVEN) mission [Dong et al., 2015; Jakosky et al., 2015] as well as in global simulations

of the Mars-solar wind interaction [Brecht , 1990; Kallio et al., 2010; Najib et al., 2011;

Ma et al., 2015; Modolo et al., 2016; Ledvina et al., 2017]. Typically the near space

around Mars is divided in four quadrants or hemispheres to analyze asymmetries of the
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ion escape [Nilsson et al., 2011; Brain et al., 2015]. The plume is located in the hemisphere

where the solar wind convection electric field points away from the planet, termed the

+Esw hemisphere, which dominates the ion escape rate compared to the opposite (−Esw)

hemisphere. The orientation of the plume perpendicular to the Mars-sun axis is along the

solar wind convection electric field. The distance heavy ions reach along the electric field

is determined by their Larmor radii and, thus, by the magnitude of the interplanetary

magnetic field (IMF) [Curry et al., 2015a; Jarvinen et al., 2016]. The longer the distance,

the higher the bulk energy over a Larmor period [Jarvinen and Kallio, 2014]. Further, the

heavy ion plume merges continuously to the tailward escape channels when moving from

the Mars magnetosheath towards the wake [Dong et al., 2015]. We refer to the wake or

the tail as the general region inside the induced magnetosphere boundary (IMB) where no

solar wind ions are observed. In addition to the IMB several boundaries have been defined

between the wake and the magnetosheath, which is the region where the shocked solar

wind flows downstream of the bow shock. These include, the magnetic pileup boundary,

the ion composition boundary, the protonopause, the planetopause and the solar wind

dropout boundary [see, e.g., Kallio, 2001; Barabash et al., 2007; Matsunaga et al., 2017,

and references therein].

In this work we analyze the formation of the Mars heavy ion plume as seen by multi-

spacecraft observations and a self-consistent global hybrid simulation. In the analysis

we concentrate on energization of atomic and molecular oxygen ions. We choose for

analysis spacecraft orbits on the MEX and MAVEN missions with periapses two hours

apart from each other displaying a detection of the large-scale heavy ion plume. In

the analysis we concentrate on comparing ion spectral and magnetic field observations
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between the spacecraft in situ instrument measurements and a virtual spacecraft in the

global hybrid model. Further, we use the model to analyze finite Larmor radius (FLR)

effects of planetary oxygen ions. We estimate the kinetic energies of the planetary ions as

a function of distance of flight and time of flight after photoionization from the neutral

exosphere or emission from the ionosphere toward the induced magnetosphere.

The following coordinate systems are used in this work. Spacecraft observations are

presented in the Mars-Solar Orbital (MSO) coordinates, where the x-axis points towards

the Sun from the center of the planet, the y-axis is anti-parallel to the orbital velocity

vector of Mars around the Sun and the z-axis completes the right-handed coordinate

system. In the model the coordinate system is similar to the MSO system with the

exception that the x-axis points towards the solar wind flow instead of the Sun. That is,

the aberration of the incident solar wind velocity vector of few degrees in the rest frame

of Mars caused by the planetary orbital motion is neglected in the model. The radius of

Mars (RM = 3390 km) is used as the unit of length in the figures.

The article is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly describe the used

in situ ion spectrometer and magnetic field observations on the MEX and MAVEN mis-

sions. Then we present the RHybrid global hybrid simulation code. In the results section

we present results from our numerical modeling experiment and compare them to the

observations. At the end we discuss and summarize our findings.

2. Spacecraft observations

An orbit from MAVEN and an orbit from MEX on Jan 25, 2015 were chosen for analysis

as ion spectrometers on both spacecraft showed a clear detection of the heavy ion plume

on that day (Figure 3 panels c and g). The spacecraft orbit geometries are shown in Figure
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1. MEX is close to the noon-midnight orbit configuration whereas MAVEN’s trajectory

is between the terminator and noon-midnight planes. Observational data from several

instruments on the MAVEN and MEX mission are analyzed here.

The Analyzer of Space Plasma and Energetic Atoms (ASPERA-3) particle package on

MEX (Mars orbit insertion in 2003) includes the Ion Mass Analyzer (IMA) mass-resolving

ion spectrometer [Barabash and Lundin, 2006]. ASPERA-3/IMA measures ions in the

energy range from 10 eV/e to 36 keV/e, where e is the positive elementary charge, with the

nominal time resolution of 196 s. Suprathermal and Thermal Ion Composition (STATIC)

[McFadden et al., 2015] and Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA) [Halekas et al., 2015] ion

spectrometers on MAVEN (Mars orbit insertion in 2014) have both intrinsic cadence of 4 s.

STATIC is a mass-resolving instrument with the energy range from 0.1 eV/e to 30 keV/e,

whereas SWIA measures all ions without mass separation capability in the energy range

from 5 eV/e to 25 keV/e. Thus, MAVEN’s modern ion spectrometers are able to measure

ions at lower energies and higher time resolution than the ion spectrometer on MEX.

MAVEN’s magnetometer uses tri-axial fluxgate sensors operating at an intrinsic sampling

rate of 32 vector measurements per second, while MEX does not have a magnetometer.

Figure 2 displays the magnetic field observed by MAVEN’s magnetometer [Connerney

et al., 2015]. MVN/SWIA, MVN/STATIC and MEX/ASPERA-3/IMA observations are

plotted in Figure 3. Structures of the Martian induced magnetosphere are evident in

magnetic and particle observations and they are described in the Results section.

3. Global hybrid code: RHybrid

We use a highly parallel C++ global hybrid simulation platform for planetary plasma

interactions named RHybrid, which was recently developed at the Finnish Meteorological
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Insitute (FMI) [Jarvinen and Sandroos , 2013]. In the code ions are modeled as grid cell

sized and shaped macroscopic particle clouds (macroparticles or macroions) moving under

the Lorentz force. Tri-linear macroparticle weighting is applied when ion moments are

estimated in the Cartesian simulation mesh of cubic grid cells. Grid cells and particles

are distributed to computing cores via the Message Passing Interface (MPI) based on the

FMI’s ParGrid and Corsair high-performance computing (HPC) simulation libraries [Hi-

etala et al., 2012; Sandroos , 2013]. Computational load is dynamically balanced between

the MPI processing elements during a simulation run by the Zoltan library using the Re-

cursive Coordinate Bisection algorithm [Boman et al., 2012]. In this work the RHybrid

code was run on 720 computing cores of the FMI’s Cray XC30 system for about 16k core

hours per simulation run.

In the simulation runs analyzed here the magnetic field ( ~B) is stored on grid cell faces

and the electric field ( ~E) is estimated on grid cell nodes and edges. This Yee type staggered

grid guarantees divergence-free propagation of magnetic field according to Faraday’s law

[Dai and Woodward , 1998]. Electrons are treated as a massless and pressureless fluid,

which provides quasi-neutrality of the plasma. Thus, the electron dynamics are governed

by the equations qene~Ue = ~J −
∑

i qini
~Vi and qene =

∑
i qini, where qe, ne and ~Ue are

the electron charge, number density and velocity, qi, ni and ~Vi are the ion charge, number

density and velocity with the summation i over all macroions in a grid cell and ~J is the

total current density defined by Ampere’s law. Thus, the summed electron (qene~Ue) and

ion (
∑

i qini
~Vi) current densities in a grid cell are equal to the total current density while

the total charge density in a grid cell remains zero.
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The magnetic field is propagated by Faraday’s law ∂ ~B/∂t = −∇× ~E, where the Ohm’s

law reads ~E = −~Ue × ~B + η ~J and η is a given explicit resistivity profile. The resistivity

is used to add diffusion in the propagation of the magnetic field to increase numerical

stability, while the resistive electric field term is not included explicitly in the Lorentz

force. The magnetic diffusion time scale determined by the induction equation is τd =

µ0L
2
B/η, where µ0 is the perpermeability of free space and LB is the scale length of the

magnetic field [e.g. Koskinen, 2011]. The value of η above the inner boundary is set as

η = 0.02µ0∆x
2/∆t, where ∆x is a grid cell side length and ∆t is the time step (see Table

1). By setting LB = ∆x, which is the smallest possible scale length of the magnetic field in

a simulation, the lower limit of the magnetic diffusion time comes τd = ∆t/0.02 = 50∆t.

That is, η allows the diffusion of the magnetic field only on time scales much longer than

the simulation time step.

In the analyzed runs the ionospheric obstacle to the solar wind flow is modeled as a

superconducing sphere by setting the resistivity as zero at and inside the inner boundary.

Thus, τd becomes infinite and the magnetic field does not diffuse through the obstacle.

Further, ions impacting the inner boundary are absorbed and removed from the simulation

and the electron velocity is set as zero inside the inner boundary.

The simulation domain is surrounded by a layer of passive cells called ghost cells, where

boundary conditions are enforced. The solar wind is implemented at the front wall by

injecting moving Maxwellian populations of H+ and He++ ions. The perpendicular com-

ponent of the IMF to the plasma flow is held constant in the ghost cells of the front wall

and, thus, convects in the domain with the solar wind. The flow-aligned component of

the IMF is implemented as an initial magnetic field derived from potential flow, which has
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zero radial component at the inner boundary and is homogeneous at infinity [Shimazu,

1999; Kallio et al., 2006]. This field corresponds to a laminar flow around a sphere.

Planetary ions are injected in the simulation from the inner boundary (Mars ionospheric

emission) and via photoionization of the Mars exosphere. Both atomic (O+) and molecular

(O+
2 ) oxygen ions are emitted from the ionosphere and H+ and O+ photoions are created

from the exosphere. The ionospheric emission has a maximum flux at noon and cos(SZA),

where SZA is the solar-zenith angle, dependence towards terminator where the flux reaches

10% of the noon value and is constant for the nightside. The exospheric photoionization

rate is constant above the inner boundary except in the shadow of the planet where no

photoions are created. Oxygen and hydrogen neutral corona profiles are taken from the

”Run C (solar maximum with exosphere)” input definitions of the ”Intercomparison of

Global Models and Measurements of the Martian Plasma Environment” International

Space Science Insitute (ISSI) Team’s second meeting [Modolo et al., 2016]. The total

ionospheric emission rates were chosen so that they best fit the spacecraft orbits analyzed

here [see, e.g., Jarvinen et al., 2009]. This meant that the ionospheric emission rates were

increased by a factor of 3 for this study compared to the ionospheric emission in an earlier

run where solar minimum exospheric photoionization conditions from ISSI team’s first

meeting were used [Kallio et al., 2010].

Kallio and Janhunen [2003] describe details of the used numerical algorithm with the

following exceptions. In RHybrid the electron velocity is determined directly at grid cell

nodes, which means no cell volume average to node interpolation is needed. The electric

current density is evaluated at the edges of the grid cell faces instead of the grid cell nodes

[Pohjola and Kallio, 2010]. Further, no artificial macroparticle splitting and joining nor
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adaptive mesh refinements are used in RHybrid. The number of particles and grid cells

can be much higher in parallelized than sequential simulation codes.

Table 1 lists the most important simulation parameters and upstream conditions of the

RHybrid simulation runs analyzed in this work. Run 1 describes the MAVEN inbound

upstream conditions and Run 2 describes the MAVEN outbound and MEX inbound up-

stream conditions for the analyzed orbit case. The simulation was run until the Martian

induced magnetosphere and plasma environment were formed and the simulation had

reached near stationary development after initial transients.

4. Results

Figures 1d-f (lower panels) display the number density and bulk velocity of oxygen

ions in the simulation Run 2. Photoions originating from the exosphere are seen away

from near vicinity of the planet as a spherically symmetric distribution (light blue and

green colors), while in the night side and close to the planet the dense plasma sheet

and the heavy ion plume of ionospheric origin are evident (red color). The plasma sheet

and the plume are oriented along the electric field shown as white arrows in Figure 1e.

Regions of highest oxygen flux (blue-red velocity vectors in Figure 1f) include mostly the

plume, the plasma sheet and the magnetosheath on the +Esw hemisphere. The velocity

increases in concert with increasing distance along the electric field both in the day side

and in the night side outside of the wake. The plume sampled by MAVEN (indicated by

yellow arrows on blue spacecraft trajectory) crosses some of these high flux regions in the

model, whereas the plume sampled by MEX (indicated by yellow arrows on red spacecraft

trajectory) are mostly not in the high flux regions in the model.
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4.1. Magnetic field

Figure 2 compares the magnetic field observed by MAVEN with both simulation runs.

Run 1 (inbound upstream conditions) is plotted until periapsis and Run 2 (outbound

upstream conditions) from periapsis. Crossing of the quasi-perpendicular region of the

bow shock are seen as abrupt jumps in the magnetic field at 12:30 (BS in) and 14:15 (BS

out) both in the observations and in the model. The periapsis occurs at 13:20 (Peri) and

the field has a local minimum and a temporary sign change in all components when the

spacecraft is in the ionosphere. In the model the magnitude of the magnetic field decreases

already for a few minutes before and after the periapsis when the orbit is inside the inner

boundary of the model (13:12 - 13:27). The central tail current sheet is crossed at 13:40

(CS) when the field magnitude has a local minimum and the Bx and Bz components

change sign both in the observations and in the model.

4.2. Ion spectra

Figure 3 compares observed and modeled ion time-energy spectrograms of heavy and

light ions along trajectories of both spacecraft. In the top two rows the upstream beams

of the solar wind H+ and He++ ions and the planetary environment with the shocked solar

wind plasma are evident. Heating of the upstream solar wind ion beams occurs at the bow

shock. Near the periapsis the solar wind dropout boundaries occur at 13:00 and 13:30 UT

along the MAVEN trajectory and at 14:30 and 15:40 along the MEX trajectory both in the

model and in the observations. The wake region is mostly void of light ions. Exospheric

H+ photoions are seen in the model spectra as light blue color scattered counts. Further,

the modeled light ion composition is dominated by the solar wind H+ with a minor He++
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component except near the periapsis where the composition is dominated by sporadic

exospheric H+ ion counts in the wake (green color in Figures 3b and 3f).

In the bottom two rows of Figure 3 heavy ions are analyzed. Lowest energies (.10

eV) occur in and near the ionosphere (periapsis) in the observations and in the model.

Exospheric O+ photoions are seen in the model as light blue color scattered counts through

out the spectra. After the periapsis crossing the heavy ion plume is seen as increasing

energies from 10 eV up to several keVs (MAVEN: 13:20 - 13:50 UT and MEX: 15:30 -

15:50 UT). In the simulation the heavy ion composition near the periapsis and the plume

is dominated by the O+ and O+
2 ions of ionospheric origin. The exospheric O+ photoions

dominate the composition elsewhere.

4.3. Distance and Time of Flight analysis

Figure 4 analyses the oxygen ion energization in the simulation Run 2 along the space-

craft trajectories using 2-dimensional histograms of distance of flight (DoF) and time of

flight (ToF) versus particle energy. The orbits of both spacecraft are divided in four parts

for detailed analysis of the ion dynamics in different plasma regions around Mars as shown

in Figure 3 (columns from left): inbound upstream (first column), periapsis/ionosphere

(second column), plume (third column) and outbound upstream (fourth column).

The DoF and ToF energy histograms were created as follows. Macroparticles in every

grid cell touching the spacecraft orbits were recorded until 25×106 macroions were reached

per orbit. This took about 147 time steps (1.1 seconds) with about 500 cells per orbit

within the simulation domain. Each macroparticle carried the following extra information

for the analysis: simulation time, particle coordinates and velocity at its injection (or

ionization) in the simulation. Together with simulation time, particle coordinates and
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velocity at its observation (or collection) and the statistical weight of the particle the

histograms were constructed. The DoF (∆d) was determined as the straight distance

between the observation point and the injection point of a particle. Similarly, the ToF

(∆t) was determined as the duration between the observation time and the injection time

of a particle. The particle energy (E) was determined from its velocity at the collection.

Injection velocities were generally very low compared to the velocites at observation, which

means that the particle energy in Figure 4 is almost the same as the energy gained by

the particle since its injection in the simulation (Eobservation ≈ ∆E = Eobservation −

Einjection).

Figure 4 reveals several details about oxygen ion energization in the simulation. The ion

energy as a function of the distance of flight in the top row (MAVEN) and the third row

(MEX) show that the more distance the particle has to its ionization point when collected

in a grid cell on the spacecraft orbit, the higher the particle energy in general. The same is

true for the time of flight (second row / MAVEN and bottom row / MEX): the more time

the particle has spent in the simulation when collected, the higher the energy in general.

The correlation is almost ∼linear in log-log scale especially in the upstream solar wind

regions (first and fourth columns). In the upstream region the oxygen ion composition is

purely exospheric O+ as seen in panels d and h of Figure 3.

Also more complicated dependencies between the DoF and the ToF and the ion energy

occur in the simulation. The histograms display non-linearity in the log-log scale mostly

near the planet for both spacecraft orbits. A strong source of oxygen ions emittend from

the ionosphere is seen as red regimes along both orbits in the periapsis and plume columns

of Figure 4, while the light blue, green and yellow regimes are mostly exospheric oxygen
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photoions (separate figures for ionospheric and exospheric populations not shown). The

oxygen ions emitted from the ionosphere in the periapsis column of both spacecraft are at

lower energies than in the plume column as expected. In the MAVEN periapsis column

the red ionospheric population has energies of about 10-50 eV and DoF of 1000-2000

km (Figure 4b) and ToF of 100-300 s (Figure 4f). In the MEX periapsis column the

red ionospheric population has a broader spread in energy of ≈ 10-200 eV likely due the

higher periapsis altitude of MEX than MAVEN allowing higher energies. The ionospheric

population in the MEX periapsis has DoF of 1000-10000 km (Figure 4j) and ToF of

100-400 s (Figure 4n).

In the plume column of both spacecraft the red ionospheric population has moved to

higher energies and diplays more linear or monotonously increasing features as a function

of DoF and ToF than in the periapsis column. Along the MEX orbit the ionospheric

plume overlaps with the exospheric photoions above 1 keV (Figures 4k and Figure 4o).

Along the MAVEN orbit the ionospheric plume is seen at somewhat lower energies than

the exospheric photoions (Figures 4c and Figure 4g). Low energy ionospheric oxygen at

10 eV and DoF = 100 km and ToF = 10-20 s are seen in the MEX plume column (Figures

4k and Figure 4o). These can be associated with the ionospheric emission from the low

altitude night side wake region where the acceleration of heavy ions is less efficient than

higher up and away from the wake.

5. Discussion

MAVEN and MEX observations at Mars on Jan 25, 2015 show the heavy ion plume

signature in the +Esw hemisphere. In the model the ionospheric heavy ion plume is

also evident along the trajectories of both spacecraft. MEX sampled the plume near the
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noon-midnight orbit configuration whereas MAVEN sampled the plume along the orbit

between the terminator plane and the noon-midnight plane. The plume observations were

about two hours apart from each other between MAVEN and MEX. This indicates that

the plume is a stable structure over temporal scale of at least few hours provided that the

orientation of the large scale solar wind convection electric field remains stable. This is in

agreement with single spacecraft studies and models [Dubinin et al., 2008; ?; Dong et al.,

2015; Curry et al., 2015b; Jarvinen et al., 2016].

In the simulation the energization of oxygen ions starts at energies of .10 eV and reaches

several keVs in the Mars induced magnetosphere along the spacecraft trajectories. In the

upstream solar wind region, where the pure ion pickup is the large scale acceleration

process, the correlation of distance and time of flight (DoF/ToF) with the oxygen ion

energy is linear on a log-log scale according to the model. The linearity goes up to ∼20

000 km and ∼30 s when oxygen ions have reached the energy of 10 keV along these

spacecraft trajectories. Also other parts of the orbits display monotonously increasing

structures in the oxygen energies as a function of DoF and ToF. This implies that oxygen

ions are within the first half of their gyro phase after ionization from the exosphere or

emission from the ionosphere. Escaping oxygen ions have not had time to get accelerated

to higher gyro phases as the periapses of the spacecraft orbits analyzed here are on the

+Esw hemisphere. Higher oxygen ion energies and gyro phases would be observed during

orbits with the apoapsis on the +Esw hemisphere. All in all, oxygen ions display strong

FLR behaviour in their energization.

Let us consider the FLR effects and the mass-to-charge ratio of the planetary ion species

in light of our DoF and ToF analysis. The Larmor period and radius of a charged particle
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are τL = 2πm/(qB) and rL = mV⊥/(qB), respectively, where m and q are the mass and

electric charge of the particle and V⊥ is the velocity of the particle perpendicular to the

magnetic field. The ratio for atomic oxygen ions is 16 times the ratio of the protons.

Thus, protons should undergo 16 gyrations in the same time when atomic oxygen ions

undergo one, provided that electric and magnetic field are the same and particles start at

rest. Also, H+ have the Larmor radius of 1/16 times the Larmor radius of O+. The gyro

motion of planetary pickup protons along the space should maybe be more pronounced

than the gyro motion of oxygen, which only displays less than about the first half of the

first gyro phase of oxygen pickup ions as discussed in the previous paragraph.

Figure 5 shows the DoF and ToF versus particle energy histograms of the exospheric hy-

drogen photoions becoming picked up by the upstream solar wind flow along the MAVEN

trajectory in the inbound upstream region. These can be compared to panels a and e of

Figure 4 for oxygen ions. The motion over several gyro periods can be seen for plane-

tary protons. All proton gyro phases are evident in the plot as kinetic energies are not

monotonously related to DoF nor ToF. The gyro motion of the pickup protons occurs

at spatial and temporal scales small enough that gyro phases of their multiple gyrations

around the magnetic field are seen along the analyzed spacecraft orbits around Mars. This

can be estimated as follows.

Let us consider the pickup ion (PUI) dynamics in the single particle picture in ho-

mogeneous electric and magnetic fields [e.g. Jarvinen and Kallio, 2014] corresponding to

upstream conditions of Run 2 (see numerical values of the parameters in Table 1). An

O+ ion picked up from rest (O+
PUI

) by the undisturbed solar wind has a gyro radius and

period of rL(O
+
PUI

) = mO+VE×B/(eB) = 5720 km and τL(O
+
PUI

) = 2πmO+/(eB) = 155
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s, where mO+ is the oxygen mass, the drift velocity reads VE×B = ~E × ~B/B2 and

~E = −~V × ~B. At the middle of the gyro phase the particle reaches the maximum energy of

Emax

kin
(O+

PUI
) = 4(0.5mO+V 2

E×B) = 18 keV after τL(O
+
PUI

)/2 = 78 s from ionization and after

moving dL(O
+
PUI

)/2 = 22890 km along its cycloid trajectory, where dL(O
+
PUI

) = 8rL(O
+
PUI

) is

the lenght of one full gyro cycloid. For O+

2,PUI
multiply these values by two and for H+

PUI

divide by 16.

How do these spatial scales compare with the spacecraft orbits? MAVEN detected the

plume below the altitude of ∼3000 km and MEX below the altitude of ∼2000 km along

the analyzed orbits. The apoapses of the orbits are 6400 km for MAVEN and 10500 km

for MEX. Thus, O+ and O+
2 ions moving in the undisturbed upstream solar wind would

require much longer distances than the MAVEN and MEX apoapses to complete their

first half of the gyro period. However, protons can undergo several gyrations within these

altitude ranges.

In principle the spacecraft could detect planetward oxygen ions at 2000-3000 km alti-

tudes that have been ionized higher up in the exosphere and would have already completed

the first half or even several gyro periods. These would be planetary ions moving from

the −Esw hemisphere towards the +Esw hemisphere and some of them would precipitate

in the ionosphere (”the planetward heavy ion plume”) [Luhmann et al., 1992; Hara et al.,

2013; Curry et al., 2015b; Leblanc et al., 2015]. However, the density of this population

would be very low compared to the ionospheric source forming the heavy ion plume on

the +Esw hemisphere.

According to the model the strongest oxygen ion flux in the plume is seen with ions

that have travelled DoF = 200-3000 km in time of ToF = 20-80 s after ionization, and
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have reached the energies of about 100 eV - 1 keV. In the periapsis column of Figure 4

intense populations of low energy (10-100 eV) oxygen ions with long flight times (ToF

¿100 s) and distances (DoF = 1000-10000 km) are seen. These populations appear to be

non-monotonous with respect to energy and ToF and DoF or at least have less efficient

acceleration compared to pure ion pickup in the upstream. Long life times at low energies

are consistent with high planetary ion densities at low altitudes, which can lead to shielding

from the large scale convection electric field of the solar wind [e.g. Jarvinen et al., 2009].

More efficient acceleration of heavy ions occurs when particles from this seed population

emitted from the ionosphere reach higher altitudes in the induced magnetoshere as seen

in the plume column of Figure 4.

5.1. Limitations

The following limitations should be noted. All ions of each species are collected from

grid cells of the model that touch the spacecraft orbits. That is, no instrument geometrical

factors or field of view effects are considered but the analyzed model spectra are omni-

directional. Including the observational factors would remove some of the ion counts in

Figures 3 - 5. Further, the MAVEN orbit passes inside the inner boundary of the model

between 13:12 - 13:27 UT, which is seen as a minimum in the magnitude of the magnetic

field in Figure 2d. No Mars magnetic crustal anomalies are included in the analyzed

simulations runs.

The DoF and ToF measure the time and distance from an ionization point to an ob-

servation point as a function of particle energy. For the ionospheric populations ”the

ionization” corresponds to the emission of an ion from the ionosphere toward the induced

magnetosphere as implemented at the inner boundary of the model. In reality most of
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the ionospheric ions may have been ionized deep in the ionosphere before their departure

(emission) toward the induced magnetosphere. Thus, the modeled DoF and ToF should

be interpreted as lower limits for the ionospheric populations. For the exospheric popu-

lations this is not an issue as the their ionization occurs above the inner boundary of the

simulation.

In this work finite resistivity is used to add diffusion in the propagation of the magnetic

field as described in the model section. The ionospheric obstacle is approximated as a

superconducting sphere and, thus, not allowing any diffusion of the magnetic field in the

ionosphere. However, allowing a finite resistivity within the obstacle, or other structured

(e.g. layered) resistivity profiles, could be implemented to investigate cases when the

ionospheres of unmagnetized planets become magnetized, for example, under enhanced

dynamic pressure of the solar wind [Luhmann et al., 1980]. Further, 3-dimensional resis-

tivity profiles have been used to study the surface conductivity of a terrestrial planet in

a global hybrid model [Janhunen and Kallio, 2004].

Run 2 was used in the detailed analysis of ion spectra and energization. Difference

between the two perfomed simulation runs is the upstream IMF components and the solar

wind density (Table 1). The structure of the Mars induced magnetosphere is quite similar

between the two runs as the IMF cone angle and magnitude is almost the same. The IMF

clock angle differs by 48◦ between the runs. This means that the induced magnetosphere

rotated in the direction perpendicular to incident solar wind flow between the MAVEN

inbound and outbound bow shock crossings. The effects of IMF rotations on the Mars

plasma enviroment can be studied in global models [Modolo et al., 2012]. However, to

implement such rotations accurately, magnetic field measurements are needed from the
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upstream of the bow shock in the same time when another spacecraft is sampling the

induced magnetosphere. The solar wind density changes by 25% between the two runs,

which can lead to the bow shock moving closer to the planet and the more compressed

induced magnetosphere in Run 2 compared to Run 1.

The simulation runs analyzed here use the exospheric neutral profiles defined in the

ISSI model challenge for comparative global modeling studies [Brain et al., 2010; Kallio

et al., 2010; Modolo et al., 2016]. The upstream conditions and the ionospheric emission

rates were chosen specifically to this case study, which is the the first attempt to compare

multi-spacecraft observations from the Mars plasma environment to a global hybrid simu-

lation. The role of the upper atmospheric variablity over different time scales on the Mars

plasma environment and atmospheric escape should be further studied in global models in

light of new observations [Krasnopolsky , 2002; Chaffin et al., 2014; Bougher et al., 2015;

Bhattacharyya et al., 2015; Halekas , 2017].

5.2. Escape rates

The global escape rates from Mars (E) in the analyzed simularion Run 2 are the following

(with the escape rate divided by the injection rate in parentheses): E(O+) = 1.7×1025 s−1

(38%), E(O+
2 ) = 2.1× 1025 s−1 (35%) and E(H+) = 3.6× 1024 s−1 (98%). The rates were

determined by subtracting the rate of ions impacting the inner boundary from the injection

rate. Note that only the photoionization of the Martian exosphere is considered explicitly

in this study as the focus is on the heavy ion energization in the induced magnetosphere.

Other ionization processes affect both the rate and spatial distribution of planetary ion

production at Mars. The escape rates are listed here for completeness.
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6. Summary

We studied oxygen ion energization in the Mars-solar wind interaction by comparing

particle and magnetic field observations on the Mars Express and MAVEN missions to

a global hybrid simulation. We found that large-scale structures of the Martian induced

magnetosphere and plasma environment as well as the Mars heavy ion plume as seen by

multi-spacecraft observations are reproduced by the model. Using the simulation we esti-

mated the dynamics of escaping oxygen ions by analyzing their distance and time of flight

as a function of the gained kinetic energy along spacecraft trajectories. In the upstream

region the heavy ion energization resembles single particle solar wind ion pickup accelera-

tion as expected, while within the induced magnetosphere the energization displays other

features including the heavy ion plume from the ionosphere. Oxygen ions take up to 80

s and travel the distance of 20 000 km after their emission from the ionosphere toward

the induced magnetosphere or photoionization from the neutral exosphere before they

have reached energies of 10 keV in the plume along the analyzed spacecraft orbits. Lower

oxygen ion energies of 100 eV are reached faster in 10-20 s over the distance of 100-200

km in the plume. Our finding suggests that oxygen ions are typically observed within the

first half of their gyro phase if the spacecraft periapsis is on the hemisphere where the

solar wind convection electric field points away from Mars.
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Table 1. Simulation configuration and upstream solar wind (SW) and interplanetary magnetic

field (IMF) conditions. Run 1 uses the conditions determined at the MAVEN inbound (ib) bow

shock crossing and Run 2 uses the conditions determined at the MAVEN outbound (ob) and

MEX inbound bow shock crossing. The cone angle is defined as arctan(
√
B2

y +B2
z , Bx) and the

clock angle is defined as arctan(By, Bz).

Parameter Value

Box size (x× y × z) [RM] (−4...4)× (−4...4)× (−4...4)
Number of grid cells (nx × ny × nz) 240× 240× 240
Grid cell size (∆x3) (RM/30)3 = (113 km)3

Avg. macroparticles per cell 85
Timestep (∆t) 7.5 ms
Solution snapshot time 600 s
SW velocity [Vx, Vy, Vz] [-300, 0, 0] km s−1

SW ion temperature 60 000 K
Run 1 (MAVEN ib)

IMF [Bx, By, Bz] [3.5, 5.3, -0.8] nT
IMF magnitude 6.4 nT
IMF cone angle 57◦

IMF clock angle 98◦

SW ion density [cm−3] n(H+) = 15, n(He++) = 0.75
Run 2 (MAVEN ob and MEX ib)

IMF [Bx, By, Bz] [4.3, 4.0, 3.3] nT
IMF magnitude 6.7 nT
IMF cone angle 51◦

IMF clock angle 50◦

SW ion density [cm−3] n(H+) = 20, n(He++) = 1.0
O+ ionospheric emission rate 4.2× 1025 s−1

O+
2 ionospheric emission rate 6.0× 1025 s−1

O+ exospheric production rate 1.57× 1024 s−1

H+ exospheric production rate 3.64× 1024 s−1

Ionospheric emis. radius RV + 400 km
Zero resistivity (obstacle) radius RV + 300 km
Particle absorption radius RV + 200 km
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Figure 1. (top) Mars Express (red line) and MAVEN (blue line) orbits on Jan 25, 2015 analyzed

in this study. (bottom) Escaping oxygen ions (ionospheric O+ and O+
2 ions and exospheric O+

photoions) from Mars in the simulation Run 2. Colored surfaces give Martian oxygen ion density

at z = 0 and x = −1.2 RM planes. (d-f) Yellow arrows on the orbit curves are oxygen ion

velocity unit vectors in the simulation in the region where the ion plume was observed by the

spacecraft. (e) White arrows show the electric field at x = −1.2 RM plane. (f) Colored arrows

display oxygen ion velocity vectors in the regions of highest oxygen ion flux (nv > 1010 m−2s−1).

(d-e) Usw, Bsw and Esw arrows display the orientation of the undisturbed upstream solar wind

flow, magnetic field and electric field, respectively.
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Figure 2. MAVEN magnetic field observations (black line) compared to the simulation Run

1 with inbound upstream conditions (blue line) and Run 2 with outbound conditions (red line).

Orange vertical lines indicate the crossing of the inbound bow shock (BS in), the crossing of

the outbound bow shock (BS out), the periapsis of MAVEN orbit (Peri) and the crossing of the

central tail current sheet (CS).
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Figure 3. Ion time-energy spectrograms observed by MAVEN (left) and Mars Express (right)
compared to the simulation Run 2. Observations show all MVN/SWIA ions, MVN/STATIC heavy ions,
MEX/ASPERA-3/IMA protons and MEX/ASPERA-3/IMA heavy ions. The model spectra show omni-
directional differential ion flux gathered along the spacecraft trajectories with the coloring determined
as

∑
iwivi/(4π∆V∆E) [#/(s m2 eV sr)], where the summation i is over macroions in a spatial cell

(∆V is the cell volume) and energy range [E,E + ∆E], wi is the statistical weight of a macroion, vi
is the speed of a macroion and the full solid angle is used to normalize the flux. The MVN/SWIA
and MVN/STATIC plots are in the units of differential ion energy flux [eV/(s cm2 eV sr)], whereas
MEX/ASPERA-3/IMA plots are in the units of differential ion energy flux [#/(s cm2 eV sr)]. Above the
model spectra relative ion concentrations are shown for the solar wind protons and alphas (H+(sw) and
He++(sw)), exospheric photoionized protons (H+(exo)), atomic and molecular oxygen ions emitted from
the ionosphere (O+(iono) and O+

2 (iono)) and exospheric photoionized atomic oxygen ions (O+(exo)).
White curves in panels d and h show the evolution of the spacecraft altitude as a function of time for
context. The linear altitude curves (the linear scale not shown) are fitted in the panels in such a way
that the orbit apoapses coincide with the maximum value of the vertical axis and the orbit periapsis
coincide with the minimum value of the vertical axis (see the orbits in Figure 1). At the bottom are
denoted the inbound upstream, periapsis, plume and outbound upstream intervals.
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Figure 4. Probability density maps of the oxygen ion energy (E) as a function of the distance

of flight (∆d = DoF) and the time of flight (∆t = ToF) along the spacecraft trajectories in the

simulation Run 2. Ion counts at four time intervals (inbound upstream, periapsis, plume and

outbound upstream) from panels d and h of Figure 3 are included in these maps. ∆d is the

distance between the observation point and the ionization point. ∆t is the duration from the

ionization time to the observation time. The color scale is determined as
∑

iwi/wall, where the

summation i is over ions in spatial cells along the spacecraft orbit in the time interval and in

phase space cells (∆d,∆E) and (∆t,∆E), wi is the weight of an ion and wall is the sum of all ion

weights in the spectra.
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Figure 5. Probability density maps of the exospheric photoionized hydrogen ion energy (E) as

a function of the distance of flight (∆d) and the time of flight (∆t) along the MAVEN trajectories

in the simulation Run 2. Ion counts of H+(exo) in Figure 3b are included in these maps. The

figure is in the same format and color scale as panels a and e of Figure 4.
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